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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS011-CERTIFICATE IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS011-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) The tiger ...... A deer
2) He is ...... the room.
3) I waited for ....... hour.
4) 'WH' type word .......
5) The expanded form of CPU is ...................
6) A to Z key are known as.............keys
7) Redo option is in ................ menu
8) In MS Word print is in ................ menu
9) Ctrl+C is the short cut for....................
10) ALU stands for......................
11) ------------is the first computer programmer
12) ____________________ was the first web browser
13) Pronouns are used instead of ___________.
14) Computer can only understand ---------------- language.
15) Mouse is an --- ---------------------------------------------------- device.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define formation of noun words?
2) Define interjection?
3) Define kinds of Adverbs?
4) Define material noun?
5) What is meant by Feminine Gender?
6) What is Internet
7) Prefixes
8) Chart elements
9) Formating tool bar
10) Noun phrase
11) Enter
12) Pattern
13) What is URL?
14) Define Conjunciton
15) Define Control unit?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain few sentences using "may, among, before"?
2) Define what is meant by omission of article?
3) Title bar
4) Briefly explain the table menu in MS Excel
5) Explain Cut, Copy and 'Paste'
6) Symbols and pictures
7) What are the characteritics of computer?
8) Define A, B, C in CPR?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain 'Mail Merge'
2) Write briefly about generations of computer?
3) Draw the block diagram of basic computer organisation and explain?
4) Write a letter to your friend inviting her to spend a few days with you during the summer vocation?
5) Explain in detail about MS Word?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS011-CERTIFICATE IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS011-02   BASIC SAFETY ENGINEERING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) An injury by which, if an employee cannot join back for the job within 48 hrs, it is known as ___________
2) The noise level has to be studied by using the ____________ meter
3) Proper ______________ activities reduce accidents and losses.
4) ___________________  can be defined as a harmful condition sustained by the  body.
5) ________________depends on the wind speed and direction.
6) ___________ is a part of many existing accident prevention programs
7) 1. Cloak Rooma) cardiac arrest b) Respiratory arrest c) 100 Lux  d)1/2 to 1/3 of average level of

illumination
8) a) Ear muffs should keep the sound below 85 th , b) Thock absorbers are a must for a personal fall

arrest systems ___________
9) _________________ should be used while doing jobs at heights.
10) Write the use of TIL
11) ___________ aims to reduce flood damage.
12) Vulnerabilities can be categorized into ___________ and _____________________ vulnerability.
13) Hazards can be grouped into broad categories namely _________ and ___________
14) ______________ is a redistributive method for disaster losses.
15) When a substance in the materials table is written in italics it means .............
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Write about the importance of safety in Industry?
2) What is the colour and smell of H2S?
3) Which is the fire Extinguisher recommended for electrical fire?
4) What is FAC?
5) Define Near miss?
6) Gas welding equipments consist of what materials?
7) What are the two distinct tsunami warning systems?
8) What is flood management?
9) What is cyclone?
10) Write the different levels of disasters?
11) List out any 5 disaster information providers?
12) What is a cyclone shelter? When and where it is provided? What are its requirements?
13) How the levels of risk depend upon?
14) What is an emergency centre?
15) How do we do a 'hazardous substances' risk assessment?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain-accident classification?
2) What are the advantages of Good Housekeeping?
3) Write about short extension ladder
4) Describe different fire fighting arrangements to be provided in an Industry.
5) Explain the necessity of disaster warning systems in Industries.
6) What steps you will take to avoid a break down when the workers union of your Industry have given a

strike notice?
7) What are the arrangements required for emergency rescue works in the case of Atomic Power Plants?
8) Distinguish between unsafe Acts & Unsafe Conditions?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the main function of supervisor?
2) Mention the do and don't for the welding operation?
3) Explain the Domino Theory?
4) Explain HAZOP study?
5) Different between Education and Training?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS011-CERTIFICATE IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS011-03   FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) ____________ is the transfer of heat by direct contact through a solid body
2) _________ is the discharge of electrical charge on one cloud to an opposite charge on another cloud or

on the ground
3) What is safety training
4) __________ gas works by means of smothering the supply of oxygen.
5) Why should not used for water in class 'B' fire __________
6) one calorie is ____________
7) hydrant should be marked either _____________ or ___________
8) __________ type hydrants was once in wide use but now being gradually replaced.
9) Supporting documents are procured to satisfy a permit user regarding safety precautions are a) Clearance

for excavation certificate  b) Confined space entry certificate   c) Isolation confirmation certificate   d) All of the above
10) Air supply rate for the work place should be, per occupant   a) 5 to 8 litrs / sec   b) 7 to 3 litrs

/sec    c) 4 litres / sec   d) None
11) Clean up _____________ to reduce the risk of sparks igniting the cloths.
12) ________________ extinguishers are identified by a red container with a larger black funnel - shaped

nozzle.
13) The range of combustible vapor or gas - air mixtures between the upper and lower flammable limits is

known as the ____________________
14) ______________ are created when a center of low pressure develops, with a system of high pressure

surrounding it.
15) NBS stands for ________________.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What is fire point?
2) What are the man made fibbers used to make ropes?
3) Does your computer room at school or at home have a Halon-type fire extinguisher available for use? Why

is a Halon extinguisher a good idea in the computer area?
4) What is hydrant?
5) What are the types of water spray system?
6) Define high velocity water spray system?
7) What are the types of engineering drawings?
8) Explain Annual testing?
9) List out any two roles of media during disaster?
10) Define risk transfer?
11) What is disaster response?
12) What are earthquakes?
13) Identify three major mitigation measures to reduce earthquake risk?
14) What are the general characteristics of cyclone?
15) What are the types of droughts?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Illustrate the parts of a dry chemical extinguisher (CO2 cartridge type) with a diagram
2) Write any five types of fire tenders?
3) Expalin how to operate the extinguisher?
4) Explain the structure of an atom?
5) Explain LX Foam Generators?
6) Principles of safety management
7) Explain the parts of water spray system?
8) What steps you will take to avoid a break down when the workers union of your Industry have given a

strike notice?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain about breeching and it types of breeching?
2) Make a list of hazards in home, school, or a local farm shop which could show a potential for fire &

explain how to eliminate them?
3) Explain briefly about the Disaster Management Cycle?
4) Explain causative agent for Typhoid and How to prevent Typhoid fever.
5) "Steps in the process of disaster preparedness". Elucidate
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS011-CERTIFICATE IN FIRE & SAFETY ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  NOVEMBER-2018
FSS011-04   OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) A chemical can enter our body by ___________ route
2) STEL stands for __________.
3) Human car can detect frequencies between ____________________
4) The conversation of noise decibals in factor _____________________
5) Write the law of energy
6) What are the types of plastic
7) Heat loss is increased by ________
8) _____ Type of sensor control used in lift hoist door.
9) which of Following is Methods of Ergonomics ?..............
10) CET Stands for ____________.
11) The colour of cold work permit is______
12) ___________ is a safety data collecting technique and carried out to promote full employee co -

operation in the implementation of the company's safety programme.
13) Electric lights working on more than ______ volts are not permitted in confined space area.
14) The name of gas contain with in the cylinder shall be clearly stenciled in letter not less than ________

cm height on the cylinder body.
15) current above _______ m A to be lethal.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What is Ecology?
2) Define noise pollution?
3) What are effects of Natural Calamities?
4) Define Acid Rain?
5) What are the types of fatigue?
6) Chemicals pollutants are of 3 groups what are they?
7) What are the ways through which toxic substances enter into human body?
8) Define Industrial health?
9) What are the methods in ergonomics?
10) What are the basic considerations for good lighting?
11) Draw a hook and explain its parts?
12) What do youmean by two hand control?
13) What is danger?
14) How to avoid risk?
15) What is the heat balance equation?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What is noise and explain the health effects of noise?
2) Give a short note on Home safety & its Benefits?
3) Write about LPG in detail
4) What are the health & safety problems in hot environment?
5) Explain the classification of guard?
6) Explain the advantages in planning for safety?
7) Draw and explain fault tree analysis?
8) Explain the control the Radiation of Health Hazards?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) What is occupational health & safety and what it is aims at?
2) What are the safety measures in using of L.P.G in home?
3) Explain about the prevention measure for LPG safety?
4) Explain the functions of Risk Management?
5) What is occupational safety explain briefly?


